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When the other party's mind is lost and his mind is blurred, he cuts it out with a sword and takes his life 

lightly. 

 

"Master, just cross this mountain and we'll be there!" 

 

Xiao Huang said. 

 

"OK! Let's go!" 

 

Ye Chen got up and walked forward, habitually holding Shen Tu Wan'er's hand. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er paused. She hesitated for a long time, but still didn't get rid of it. She let Ye Chen lead 

her and ran forward. 

 

After climbing high, they saw an ancient palace standing in the wilderness, surrounded by barren 

mountains. 

 

From hill to hill no bird in flight, from path to path no man in sight. 

 

No man's land, desolate, 

 

"Come on, let's go down and have a look!" 

 

Ye Chen took the lead to go. Just as he took a step, inexplicable power shook his mind and made him 

stop and move sideways at the same time. 



 

And this time, just avoided the palpitating power. 

 

Ye Chen suddenly turned back and saw a yellow paper on the mountain wall, which was steadily plunged 

into the rock, sharp as iron and cutting stones as mud. 

 

At the next moment, thousands of black needles burst out and shot through every corner of the 

mountain. 

 

The surrounding mountains and rivers also burst into pieces, as if they had been cut by a large knife 

hundreds of thousands of meters long and turned into broken tofu residue. 

 

Such violent and frightening power does not belong to the world! 

 

Even ye Chen had to avoid such forces, because it was so terrible. 

 

If he is late, he is likely to be cut into pieces by a piece of book paper and disappear. 

 

Even a drop of menstrual blood can revive, but the process of reorganizing the flesh is very troublesome. 

 

With Ye Chen's perception, in front of the power of this piece of paper, the strong below Tianjun can't 

stop a move! 

 

I'm afraid only the real early emperor can barely resist its power. 

 

After that piece of paper pierced into the rocks, it stopped moving as if nothing had happened. 

 

At a glance, it's just a piece of broken paper! It was dull and colorless, as if it was about to break. 

 



"What the hell is that?" Shen Tu Wan'er had drawn out Wu Wei's Heavenly Sword and was surrounded 

by aura like a great enemy. 

 

Even Xiao Huang also plans to show his dream to see if he can trap the page of paper for the time being. 

At the same time, he is also ready to be eaten back. 

 

But from this point of view, there was no movement on this page, and it seemed that it did not take the 

initiative to attack them. 

 

A gust of wind blew, and the force was not small. When it blew the objects in the cliff, it immediately 

made a hunting sound, and the paper ran out with the wind, tossing up and down without landing. 

 

"Get away!" 

 

Ye Chen seems to have sensed something in advance. He hugged Shentu Waner, then waved the wish 

star, formed a light mass to wrap Xiao Huang's body, and hid himself in the futu pagoda surrounded by 

the light of the Buddha. 

 

Almost in a twinkling of an eye, the flying paper broke out the power of cutting the mountains. 

Countless air needles destroyed the withered and decayed, which made people tremble. 

 

The ice field, the peak and the void, together with Qiongyu, were pierced by it. It was vast and powerful, 

and the killing machine was sharp. 

 

Fortunately, ye Chen found out early and broke out the magic power, which saved their lives. 

 

Even so, the futu pagoda was shaken, and the tower body shook violently, which made the two people 

hiding in the tower stagger. 

 

This time, ye Chen rolled directly along the wall to Shentu Wan'er's side. They were in a narrow space, 

separated by only a few fingers, and could smell the breath from their nose. 

 



Shen Tu Wan'er's eyes dodged, but ye Chen was very bold. His eyes kept sweeping over the beautiful 

face, from the smart eyes to the upturned Qiong nose, and then to the charming cherry mouth. 

 

It's like a gift carefully carved by the creator. It looks so perfect. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er was stared at by Ye Chen's aggressive eyes. She was not used to it. Her eyes dodged left 

and right. After all, she couldn't escape Ye Chen's overbearing kiss. 

 

"Don't move." 

 

Ye Chen held the wall in his hand and whispered in a very overbearing tone. 

 

At this moment, he thought of those so-called serial dramas he had seen on earth. Some greasy men 

seemed to play like this. 

 

But occasionally greasy, it seems good, and the opportunity is rare. 

 

As soon as he read this, ye Chen simply jumped forward by the shock of the tower. Their eyes were 

opposite and their lips were opposite. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er was shocked and panicked, while ye Chen was full of innocence and a trace of cunning 

in the depths of her eyes. 

 

But neither of them moved and seemed to be enjoying the feeling. 

 

After more than ten seconds, Shen Tu Wan'er felt that her mouth was being pried open by something. In 

a panic, she quickly pushed Ye Chen away, panting, but charming. 

 

"You... What are you doing!" 

 

She suddenly felt angry and funny. What's the moment now? This guy still wants to talk about love. 



 

Ye Chen shrugged and said he was innocent. 

 

"It's all made by that thing outside. It has nothing to do with me." 

 

Hearing this, Shen Tu Wan'er's eyes almost turned to the sky. 

 

After a while, the concussion outside stopped, and it must be that the old paper returned to calm again. 

 

When ye Chen came outside, everything was calm, but the huge ice field suffered. Most of it was razed 

to the ground, and some became a pile of stones. 

 

The paper was firmly inserted into a small pile of stones not far away and swayed gently in the wind. 

 

Ye Chen guessed that the old paper was left from the hand of a powerful man. It recorded Taoist magic 

and regular runes. 

 

Power is contained in it and cannot evolve, so it can only be dissipated by this method. 

 

However, in the dark forbidden sea, how many powerful people have such power, or this thing is not of 

this era at all. 

 

Ye Chen thinks this possibility is very great. Maybe this page of old book paper is left by the great power 

of ancient times. 

 

Or it's a product of some fairy age. 

 

In short, it is precious and rare. 

 



That page of paper continues to float away, and everywhere it goes, the place will be razed to the 

ground by this violent force. 

 

Ye Chen feels pity in his heart, but with his current strength, he can't control the products of the ancient 

times. 

 

Whether chaos, Hongmeng or the Supreme Master, they all belong to reality. 

 

The breath emitted by this paper has gone beyond the scope of these three, or separated from the real 

world. 

 

Ye Chen left a heart for himself. In the future, he must not despise the road of forbidden areas in any 

area! 

 

Because you can't judge whether it was the garrison of an invincible sect in ancient times, ancient times 

or even more ancient immortal times, or what treasures were left that could kill people. 

 

"Let's go first. Don't be entangled with such things anymore." 
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Shen Tu Wan'er and Xiao Huang are also deeply impressed. 

 

Several people quickly left here and finally crossed the vast mountain to the city tens of millions of miles 

away. 

 

This is an isolated city. 

 

According to the news Ye Chen got, Yuchi Yao was imprisoned here, far away from the old alliance and 

all sentient beings. 



 

Ye Chen could see the outline of the huge city at the end of the horizon far away. 

 

The city is incomparably huge and magnificent. From a distance, it looks like a towering giant and cannot 

be shaken. 

 

"Is that city really an isolated city?" 

 

Xiao Huang said the question in her heart. 

 

It thought that the isolated city was a cold temple, but it didn't expect to be an ancient giant city 

thousands of miles across. 

 

"If there is only one person living in this city, I will never believe it." 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er shook her head. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the surrounding environment for a few eyes. When he saw it, it was deserted and no 

one. The plain was vast. Although there were trees, it was very thin and sparse. 

 

There are no mountains or rivers, only the plain Avenue crawling like a giant dragon, and the huge city is 

located at the head of the dragon. 

 

Sure enough, there was a man in front of the city gate. She was a woman. She was beautiful and 

moving. Her breath was in line with the eternal desolation, and she seemed to have become the 

guardian envoy of the city gate. She could only sit in front of her and couldn't move. 

 

When she noticed the breath of Ye Chen and others, the woman slowly opened her eyes, and her eyes 

showed surprise. 

 

"Are you..." 



 

Ye Chen took a step ahead and asked, "are you Yuchi Yao?" 

 

His eyes were as vast as the sea. At the same time, thunder rolled and looked at each other directly, 

with dignity and prominence. 

 

As long as the woman has half a lie, he will kill her with lightning speed. 

 

The woman nodded lightly. She was not surprised by the arrival of Ye Chen and others. 

 

But she looked a little dim. 

 

"I changed a new body, so my appearance changed, but the spirit was the same as before." 

 

"Brother devil said that he had a friend who was very loyal and persistent. He would come to save him. 

But he didn't want that man to put himself in danger." 

 

"But you came after all." 

 

Yuchi Yao is a smart man. She knows very well that she is the only one who can threaten the devil 

emperor. 

 

Ye Chen and others must want to save themselves, but is it so easy to do this? 

 

Ye Chen looked at her, then looked up at the towering city and seemed to understand everything. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er and Xiao Huang have some doubts. 

 

"Master, let's save her. We have to leave here quickly!" 

 



Xiao Huang urged. 

 

But ye Chen shook his head and looked serious. 

 

"No, I'm afraid it's hard to save this time." 

 

"Why?" Xiao Huang was stunned. 

 

Ye Chen narrowed his eyes. In his reincarnation heavenly eyes, all the taboo Dharma arrays have 

appeared. 

 

"Mo Zu wudian has set up a forbidden array. Taking this magnificent city as the array base, Yuchi Yao is 

inserted here as the array eye. The two are inseparable. If the array eye is removed, the large array will 

collapse in an instant." 

 

He understood the formula of array words in Brahma's divine skill, and was naturally very familiar with 

this exquisite array. 

 

But it also shows the complexity of this forbidden array. 

 

There are array patterns around every place, and they go around and outline obscure patterns. 

 

It takes a lot of effort to crack these patterns alone! Let alone destroy it completely. 

 

"What shall we do now?" 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er never asked why, only what to do. 

 

Ye Chen was silent. For the time being, he didn't have a good way. 

 



But this time he broke through many hurdles and came to the general forum of the old League. He had 

to reach his goal before he could go back. 

 

"You go! This array was made by the devil Zu wudian himself. Unless he unties it himself, no one can 

shake it." 

 

"Moreover, when you enter this boundary, you have been found by the people of the old alliance. At 

this time, if you escape, you should have time!" 

 

Yuchi Yao warned at the right time. 

 

Instead of listening to her, ye Chen turned around and sat down cross legged. 

 

"Wan'er, Xiao Huang, you will stop the old alliance later! I'll untie the forbidden array!" 

 

Ye Chen summoned two treasures, the futu God tower and the heaven and earth xuanhuang tower, and 

temporarily handed over the control to Shen Tu Wan'er and Xiao Huang. 

 

Then he took out the wish stars and the snow buried stardust to build an indestructible cage. 

 

Finally, three heavenly swords emerged and hummed together. Even the moonlight in the world 

suddenly became dim! 

 

Dozens of magical powers, each of which can shake the world and make countless people crazy. 

 

Ye Chen looked calm. Over his head, a majestic and vast crown gradually appeared, and fell slowly until 

he was fully worn. 

 

At this moment, the void seems to have changed its master. Countless creatures in heaven and earth 

worship it, bow down and tremble! 

 



The beautiful eyes of Yuchi Yao are full of shock. 

 

Because the vision summoned by Ye Chen is really amazing, which makes the wind and cloud change 

color and the sun and moon disappear. 

 

Even tens of thousands of miles of wasteland have produced some shocks. 

 

The Lord of reincarnation is worthy of the existence of great luck. Such a divine image is enough to rival 

any top Tianjiao in the world! 

 

"Relax and let me check your spirit to find a way to solve it!" 

 

Ye Chen said softly to Yuchi. 

 

Emperor zhetien is his companion who is also a teacher and friend. Yuchi Yao, as a woman of emperor 

zhetien, naturally has great respect. 

 

"Good!" 

 

Yuchi Yao replied calmly, gentle as water. When she fell into such a dilemma, she didn't panic, but 

showed a calm that ordinary people can't have. 

 

"In fact, my life doesn't matter. After the last defeat, Mo Zu Wutian suppressed me here in a rage in 

order to eliminate future troubles." 

 

"If my death can be exchanged for the survival of brother Mo Di, I will be happy." 

 

Yuchi Yao said these words with a smile, hoping that ye Chen could save the devil emperor without 

caring about her life or death. 

 

But ye Chen shook his head firmly. 



 

"It was for you that the demon emperor chose to trade with the demon ancestor and was willing to 

become a container. For him, you have surpassed all life and death in the world, so don't say any more. I 

will save you both safely!" 

 

The light in Ye Chen's eyes surged, showing a firm color! 

 

Then he sank down and went deep into the array chain fastened on Yuchi Yao with the intention of 

cracking it. 

 

At the same time, dust rises in the distant wasteland and sandstorms sweep in. 

 

The pursuers finally arrived! 

 

The rune in front of Xiao Huang's body flows, flies to the air in an instant, stands on the xuanhuang 

tower of heaven and earth, and erupts into fierce power and shows the fighting essence at the next 

moment! 
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Xiao Huang's body, combined with the blood of the nightmare beast, is constantly changing. At the 

moment, it turns into a nightmare beast as high as a thousand feet. 

 

When fighting, they will show their tusks, and there is a nightmare fog around them. Those who touch 

this fog will be dizzy, fall into deep sleep, and overturn the broken dreams. They don't know whether 

they are in the dream or in the reality. 

 

Now Xiao Huang, after ye Chen's advice and the inheritance of the nightmare Protoss, his combat ability 

has risen several steps. 

 



Its pupils burst into strange red and blue light, its hair shook, rolled up a storm and attacked the people 

of the old alliance. 

 

"Who goes one step further, die!" 

 

Although Xiao Huang is a soft and cute beast in front of Ye Chen, when it faces the enemy, it will show 

the invincible posture of the new king of the nightmare family. It will show its domineering arrogance 

when roaring. It is not a good stubble to provoke! 

 

This roar, like the sound wave of lion roar, mixed with the psychedelic power of the dream, overturned a 

large area of the old alliance strongmen. 

 

The strong men of the old alliance saw that the nightmare beast was so powerful, they stopped one 

after another and looked shocked. 

 

They are just small soldiers in the vanguard. They can't bear the pressure at all. 

 

"Come on, surround from the rear!" 

 

Someone waved and shouted, and hundreds of strong people surrounded Xiao Huang from left to right. 

 

Xiao Huang snorted coldly and vomited his violent breath again. 

 

Seeing that they were about to overturn all the troops in front of them, but at this time, a burst of the 

same hegemonic force came in the air and directly collided with Shenxi. 

 

After Xiao Huang turned into a violent state, he was not afraid at all! One by one, two by two. The sharp 

fangs raised all kinds of sand and penetrated the bodies of many strong people. 

 

But soon, Xiaohuang encountered resistance. 

 



The invisible power could compete with him, and was even better than him. 

 

Seeing that the situation was bad, Xiao Huang immediately retreated. In the yellow sand in the distance, 

there was a Minotaur who walked out slowly. 

 

The Minotaur was ten meters tall. Compared with the dust storm, he was inconspicuous, but against the 

backdrop of the huge storm, his momentum was as high as the sky and extremely violent. 

 

The Minotaur carried a huge long gun on his shoulder, as if it were condensed from yellow sand! The 

whole desert became a whirlpool, which revolved around him. 

 

This Minotaur is one of the 16 magic generals of the demon ancestor Wutian: the ancient longicorn. 

 

It is said that the body of the archaic longicorn is different from that of the star beast. It is a spirit stone 

born when the chaotic universe was opened up. 

 

The spirit stone grew with heaven and earth and became the supreme thing in the world. 

 

Later, after many generations of reincarnation and entanglement, it turned into an ancient longicorn, 

and gradually grew its own weapons and magical powers. 

 

These magical powers and treasures possessed by the archaic longicorn come from the origin of heaven 

and earth. They are born from the supreme road and have great power. 

 

"Power of chaos: barbarian cattle attack!" 

 

What he used was the deepest chaotic force in the universe. He saw a piece of yellow sand sweeping 

tens of thousands of miles, in which his body floated and sank. Now it is extremely mysterious and 

profound. 

 

"Get up!" 

 



As the eyes of the archaic longicorn changed to red, the sandstorm all over the sky seemed crazy, 

pounding everywhere, mighty, God came. 

 

Even if Xiao Huang turns into a nightmare, he is quite small in front of this great power. 

 

He spits out a series of purple bubbles, like a mirror, dreamy and charming. 

 

After those bubbles expanded rapidly, they burst open and formed their own field in one world. 

 

This is also one of Xiao Huang's natural skills to awaken in the nightmare Protoss: Lost fantasy. 

 

He is both a dreamer and a controller. Any creature entering this space will be controlled by an invisible 

net. 

 

It can be said that in the dream, the nightmare beast is an invincible existence, almost impeccable. 

 

In the mind of the archaic longicorn, there are many ancient memories. Of course, he understood the 

power of the nightmare beast. He immediately gave a cold hum, and the dust storm bypassed the 

bubble of dream. 

 

"I'm afraid it's not that easy to subdue me! Your nightmare skill is powerful, but the coverage is small 

after all. Can you find my consciousness hidden in the sandstorm?" 

 

The archaic longicorn laughed but did not speak, and the pair of terrible horns emitted dark light and 

integrated into the dust storm. 

 

Suddenly, the dust storm sweeping all over the sky became slow, like a demon opening his mouth and 

waiting for prey to enter. 

 

Xiao Huang suddenly couldn't move. He was locked by a terrible force. 

 



He moved and tried to struggle, but he found that he couldn't start. 

 

At this time, a strong sword light came and passed through the sandstorm, almost illuminating the 

world. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er was armed with a powerful Heavenly Sword, dressed in a red robe, hunting, and her 

black hair danced with the wind. Her beautiful eyes showed her majesty, and the whole person looked 

like a empress who came to the world. 

 

Under such an offensive, the archaic longicorn was forced back tens of thousands of meters. 

 

"It is worthy of being from the world. Such understanding of Kendo is really outstanding!" 

 

Seeing this, the ancient longicorn couldn't help laughing. 

 

"Now that you have all come here, we should also make a good host. Come out. It's time to serve 

dishes." 

 

Soon after the voice of the archaic longicorn fell, there was a blue light in the depths of the sky, 

spreading out like an ancient Shinto, leading to all regions of the universe. 

 

The golden light is diffuse and the fairy spirit is prominent. A classical woman in blue comes out of it. Her 

temperament is as gentle as jade, and her small melon seed face is extremely exquisite. 

 

In her hand, she was holding a jade pipa. 

 

"Ladies and gentlemen, I'm late. I'm sorry." the woman in green smiled, enough to turn all sentient 

beings upside down. 

 

"Since you're late, play a song for them!" 

 



The archaic longicorn said, dodging and hiding in the dust storm. 

 

He seemed a little afraid. 

 

With a wave of the palm of the woman in blue, the invisible psychic seat emerged and stood in the air, 

while she sat down slowly and put the jade Pipa vertically. 

 

The wind stopped blowing, the sand stopped moving, and the whole world seemed to be settled and 

silent. 

 

Everything stagnated, the void was silent, and Xiao Huang could even hear his heart beating. 

 

What's going on? 

 

Yuchi Yao's beautiful eyes are slightly coagulated. She sees some abnormalities. 

 

"The jade Pipa in the woman's hand is not simple. When it rises, it can make the space stay for a short 

time. At least it is comparable to the level of super artifact!" 

 

Great artifact! 

 

Xiao Huang is not calm. This is the treasure that only the strong can have. 

 

Ordinary people, let alone get it, can't control it at all! 
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It runs through the void, communicates with heaven and earth, and can even be used by the sun, moon, 

stars, golden wheel and scorching sun. This is the power of the supreme artifact! 



 

WOW! 

 

The woman's fingers changed from gentle to whistling, and bounced on the jade pipa, shaking an 

incomparably strong sound wave. 

 

Everywhere they passed, space and laws were all broken, and even a short reversal of heaven and earth 

appeared. They all gathered into a long dragon, breaking countless chaos and desolation, sweeping 

towards the two below. 

 

The space around Shentu Wan'er erupted into a bright red light, surrounded them and extended them, 

forming a protective layer on Ye Chen's head. 

 

The sound wave was so terrible that it almost tore apart the endless time and space, making the rhythm 

of the void torrent disordered. 

 

"This jade Pipa... Should be the legendary Guanyin tears. It is said that it was melted by the tears of the 

ancient god Guanyin. It is clear and flawless. It is the purest original power in the world and has great 

lethality!" 

 

Shentu Waner searched the memory in her brain and quickly determined the identity of the jade pipa. 

 

The strength and identity of Niutou and Qingyi woman are not simple. I'm afraid today's battle is a little 

tricky! 

 

As soon as she read this, the Wuwei Heavenly Sword in her hand waved out, turned into a broad torrent 

of sword Qi, soared up, and covered the half of the sky. 

 

The majestic sword Qi is almost condensed, and each one has strong lethality! 

 

"Wuwei Heavenly Sword - Sword Dragon into the sea!" 

 



After Shen Tu Wan'er left the forbidden area of Shen Tu's family, her control over the meaning of the 

sword increased again. 

 

The sword Qi torrent grew a dragon head and horn. When the big mouth was opened, the strong wind 

roared, which could overturn the dome. 

 

At the same time, the dark yellow tower of heaven and earth blooms bright golden light. Long golden 

dragons occupy the middle of the sky and roar up to the sky, preventing the spread of toxic gas. 

 

With the pipa storm and dust, there was a tripartite confrontation. None of the three sides refused to 

retreat, so they were deadlocked. 

 

And below, at the city gate. 

 

The towering city is still as motionless as a mountain and stands majestic. When you climb over the walls 

of the city, you can see a figure sitting cross legged at the Dongxuan gate, trying to communicate with 

the city. 

 

This city is a natural array, which is composed of countless dense array patterns. It is extremely 

complicated and connected end to end. Every place is connected with its lifeline. 

 

Devil Zu wudian imprisoned Yuchi Yao here. Was it intentional or unintentional? 

 

"Array word formula: idealization of form." 

 

Ye Chen used the Dharma door of Brahma's divine skill, activated the "heavenly eye" of the array 

formula, and swept the city formed by the whole array inside and outside. 

 

His attention was not on the outside at all, but devoted himself to it. 

 

According to the known information, this array is with heaven and earth. It is called "demon Tianluo 

net". It is an ancient ghost array inherited from Shura hell. 



 

It is said that under this snare, there are countless resentful ghosts and lonely souls, as well as evil 

demons and demons, which are usually suppressed by this demon heaven snare. 

 

If the net array is broken, countless demons and ghosts may emerge. At that time, it will be the most 

difficult! 

 

If you want to cross these repressive methods and rescue Yuchi Yao, it is as difficult as climbing to 

heaven. 

 

With his understanding of the word formula, ye Chen poured a trace of reincarnation into it and slowly 

explored it. At the moment, he seemed to have entered a huge maze. 

 

There were all kinds of unexpected situations in the maze. If he was careless, his spirit might be broken 

up, and then he had to start all over again. 

 

Bang! 

 

Sure enough, in that array, a scarlet axe suddenly fell from the sky, hit the wisp of spiritual thought and 

cut it into ashes. 

 

Ye Chen's body suddenly shook. He bit his teeth and continued to condense his mind. 

 

This time, ye Chen manipulated his mind and took the initiative to attack. In his eyes, the map of the 

maze became clearer and clearer. 

 

He fell into chaos. He failed again and again. The time for a incense stick passed, but ye Chen has come 

back tens of thousands of times. 

 

For ordinary people, they had already given up or adopted other methods, but ye Chen got the feeling 

from it and put it into practice. 

 



Slowly, the structure diagram of the array slowly took shape in his mind and became clearer and clearer. 

 

The problems that cannot be overcome are becoming easier and easier in Ye Chen's view. 

 

But only then did ye Chen encounter a real crisis. There seemed to be inexplicable black hands in that 

array, which made it impossible to grasp. 

 

Ye Chen fell into a paranoid state. The more he wanted to catch it, the more he couldn't catch it. 

 

He was led by the mysterious power. The fluctuation of spiritual power became larger and larger, and 

sweat beads came out on his forehead. 

 

Yuchi Yao sits in front of him. Seeing his appearance, he knows that ye Chen is trapped. 

 

"Don't let him lead you by the nose. You are the master." 

 

This sentence seemed to reach Ye Chen's ears, which shocked him all over. 

 

And that wisp of spiritual thought also stopped, no longer manic. 

 

Qingming gradually recovered, and this time, ye Chen saw more things. 

 

Mountains, rivers, jungles, and countless birds and animals, he seemed to have come to a new 

independent world, and everything became different. 

 

But ye Chen knew that it was just an illusion. He closed his eyes, his mind became transparent and clear, 

and an unprecedented Peace Rose in his heart. 
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He tried to find the truth in the depths of this array. Finally, with his whole body empty, he saw a 

beautiful shadow in the depths of the mountains. 

 

It's Yuchi Yao! 

 

Yuchi Yao here is the real noumenon, sealed in the depths of this array and can't escape. 

 

Ye Chen concentrated his mind, and the power of reincarnation shuttled among them. Finally, he broke 

the boundary! 

 

Then he no longer hesitated, rolled up Yuchi Yao's spirit body and took it out without any mud and 

water. 

 

It's not easy to find a chance from this array! 

 

Sure enough, the reverse bite is coming! And it came very quickly. The order received by this array was 

to trap Yuchi Yao, but now Yuchi Yao's spirit was cut off, which naturally caused turbulence. 

 

The whole huge city seemed to have a huge riot, and countless sand and stones fell one after another. 

 

Ye Chen turned back and saw this scene. His pupil shrank. He snorted coldly. The power of reincarnation 

swept out, like a beast, facing the impact. 

 

When the two collided, the earth fell apart and spread outward with the giant city as the center. 

 

The original confrontation between the archaic longicorn and Shen Tu Waner and others collapsed in an 

instant, and the power of shock came quickly, making them quickly use their own defense. 

 

The shock power that reaches the depths of the soul is almost unmatched! 

 



It was at this moment that ye Chen took Yuchi Yao's spirit out, patted it with his palm and sent it back to 

his body. 

 

Wow. 

 

The chains around Yuchi Yao's body also collapsed one after another. 

 

"Let's go!" 

 

Without saying anything, ye Chen rushed out with Yuchi Yao. The two sacred towers floated and pushed 

forward rapidly. 

 

Where the two towers pass, space bursts, heaven and earth roar together, and even the rules of the 

void are crushed. 

 

The archaic longicorn and the woman in green immediately looked dignified and ready. 

 

But suddenly, they were shocked by the towering sword from the middle of the two towers. 

 

"No, get out of the way!" 

 

The archaic longicorn was the first to notice the terrible power contained in the sword, and without 

saying a word, he dodged directly. 

 

The woman in blue hesitated for a moment, but she still put away the jade Pipa and avoided it. 

 

After ye Chen wielded the water stop sword, he manipulated the two sacred towers and rolled them 

forward. It rumbled like a planet, and the giant animals roared. At the same time, he also pulled Shen Tu 

Wan'er and Xiao Huang in. 

 

For a moment, he tore the void and fled into it. 



 

The archaic longicorn and the woman in blue changed their looks one after another. 

 

"No! These guys want to escape from the empty passage. They must not succeed." 

 

The archaic longicorn took out a page of stationery and lit it. 

 

In this way, it is tantamount to informing other strong members of the old alliance that someone will 

intercept space. 

 

As the guardians of the ancient city array, they don't have to appear again. 

 

…… 

 

meanwhile. 

 

Ye Chen has torn several layers of space. Instead of returning along the original road, he directly used 

the strength of reincarnation blood and virtual monument to break through these hundred obstacles. 

 

During this period, ling'er made several moves, but somehow, ye Chen vaguely felt that ling'er was 

wrong and seemed to have a mind. 

 

But no matter how ye Chen asked, ling'er kept silent. 

 

Ye Chen broke many obstacles, but after all, he was intercepted. 

 

It was not one person who stopped Ye Chen, but a whole murderous army! 

 

The soldiers of the army had ghost faced tusks. They all wore masks and gathered together to form a 

very powerful power. 



 

Ye Chen could not help shrinking his pupils when he saw this shape. 

 

He seems to have heard of the name of the army. 

 

This army is called "Tianlong army", which was built by the magic ancestor Wutian. It is said that the 

strong men of the Tianlong army are soldiers forged from the remains of the ancient gods and demons. 

They are cold and ruthless and only obey the command of the magic ancestor Wutian. 

 

Ye Chen also heard from the demon emperor who covered the sky before. Because the demon ancestor 

Wutian had never sent this army to fight outside, many people didn't know its name. 

 

Unexpectedly, today, they triggered the interception mission. 

 

The wave of those magic soldiers around is extremely amazing. 

 

The ghost face tusks were arranged in order. Before they attacked, a strong sense of awe came out. 

 

The whole void was shaking, as if it would disintegrate and crumble in the next moment. 

 

"Kill!" 

 

This is the roar that permeates from it. The killing intention is like thick smoke and lasts for a long time. 

 

"You hide quickly and leave it to me!" 

 

Ye Chen opened the entrance to the xuanhuang tower of heaven and earth. Yuchi Yao and Xiaohuang 

quickly entered it, but Shen Tu Wan'er stayed. 

 

"Wan'er, go in quickly." Ye Chen shouted. 



 

Shen Tu Wan'er shook his head: "I want to fight side by side with you. These magic soldiers are guarding 

the door of the empty world. If we don't defeat them, none of us can escape." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, and then his aura gathered rapidly and condensed into some kind of wave, whistling 

out! 

 

"Bing Zi Jue!" 

 

Ye Chen reached out and pinched the seal. In an instant, the brilliance bloomed, such as thousands of 

trees and pear flowers. In the whole void, golden yellow flowers were in full bloom. 

 

A moment later, the petals broke and broke a way in the cold and deep cold murderous spirit. 

 

"True solution of gathering souls in the wilderness!" 

 

Ye Chen whispered, his palms sticking out like eagle claws, and the golden brilliance in the sky 

condensed with the magic gas, which was mighty and powerful, and a deep image like a black hole 

emerged. 

 

Reiki and magic Qi were compressed into a little. 
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"Nine days broken road!" 

 

Ye Chen summoned the broken way in the military word formula, compressed these breath to the 

extreme, and then burst open. 

 



The threat of tens of thousands of magic soldiers also collapsed in an instant, and the magic soldiers in 

front even burst under the shock of the breath. 

 

Several demon soldiers leaders saw this and found something bad. 

 

Although they are refined puppets, they also have the ability to execute. 

 

One of the leaders of the magic soldiers with sharp nosed monkeys' cheeks, waved his big palm, and 

there were countless black exercises, which floated up from the army. In the empty world, the magic Qi 

was hot enough to frighten people. 

 

The leaders of the magic soldiers were in full readiness and covered with killing intention. 

 

They led the army to attack. 

 

The evil spirit condensed out, wrapped layer by layer, and was extremely fierce. 

 

Unexpectedly, a boundary wall was formed in this empty world, which wrapped Ye Chen and couldn't 

get out of trouble. 

 

"At this time, your Majesty's magic power... You... Can't escape." 

 

The leader of the demon soldier would also spit out a few words. When he opened his mouth, his fangs 

showed up, revealing the red flesh hidden in it, which was extremely ferocious and terrible. 

 

The vast universe is like a shadow, blocking out the sky and the sun and penetrating the void. 

 

These magic soldiers. After coming out, it was like a dark cloud pressing on the top, a large area of 

darkness, which made people unable to breathe at all. 

 

For a moment, the momentum of the military formula was suppressed. 



 

Shen Tu Wan'er couldn't see it anymore. In a twinkling, the ashes shot, and the Wuwei Heavenly Sword 

hummed and shone brightly. 

 

Among the eight heavenly swords, the lethality of Wuwei Heavenly Sword is enough to rank in the top 

three. 

 

Moreover, Shen Tu Wan'er was born with great talent. She is the chosen successor of Wuwei Tianjian. 

Over time, she has completely grown up and can give full play to the power of Wuwei Tianjian. Even in 

the face of the ten Heavenly Kings and ancestors, she is not weak at all. 

 

The ferocious and sharp sword light burst out the extreme edge against the sky. 

 

A void torrent fell abruptly, blocking the progress of tens of thousands of magic soldiers. 

 

Moreover, with the blessing of Wuwei Tianjian, ye Chen moved back to a game, which was the same as 

the array controlled by tens of thousands of people opposite. 

 

But they all underestimated the military formula. In Brahma's divine skill, those who fight in front of 

soldiers are arrayed in the nine character formula. Each formula has its own uniqueness and has the 

power to implement heaven and earth. 

 

Every time you practice a formula, you can have the power against the sky and become a God. 

 

Now ye Chen's mastery of the military formula has reached the point of perfection. 

 

You know, even the feather Emperor didn't practice such magic power! Although the military formula is 

not the most outstanding among Brahma's divine skills, it can burst out powerful power when combined 

with Ye Chen's reincarnation blood. 

 

Ye Chen's mind revolved, and the killing machine emerged. He kept flying in the air. The military word 

formula changed in all ways, gathered into a smashed mystery, and stormed out. 



 

The profound meaning of the array formed by the runes all over the sky gave birth to countless golden 

magic soldiers. 

 

Armed with weapons and straddling horses, they are majestic and arrogant. Under the leadership of the 

leading general, they set up an array and charged, attacked the city and pulled out the stronghold. 

 

The fierce horse stepped on the channel paved by the Star River, unstoppable! 

 

The leader of the magic soldiers roared up to the sky and led a shock charge under the magic soldiers. 

 

Magic soldiers vs. magic soldiers! 

 

The battle between the two started, just like two supreme weapons, collided fiercely. At this moment, 

the surrounding barriers were broken, and the star dome pierced a big hole. 

 

The walls of iron and steel are fiercely broken, and the invisible shackles are broken one after another. 

 

Ye Chen can almost feel that the spatial ripples here have become different. 

 

Seeing that the magic soldier was devastated by the magic soldier, he fell into an irreparable situation. 

 

Ye Chen finally bit his teeth and stepped out suddenly. 

 

"How could you succeed?" 

 

When ye Chen saw the leader of the magic soldier, his face was very relaxed, as if he had a winning 

ticket in hand. Naturally, he was angry from his heart. 

 



He turned his palm into a fist, suddenly burst out, and the momentum of terror rose to the sky. These 

means of heaven are the ultimate interpretation of the supreme meaning of the military word formula! 

 

"Nine days broken road: extreme silence! All smashed to me!" 

 

In Ye Chen's eyes, the blood was surging and the killing intention was dense. The ultimate meaning of 

the military formula: fragmentation, rolled up a terrible space storm at this moment. 

 

Everywhere you go, nothing exists. 

 

Ye Chen was able to practice successfully because he understood the power of nothingness, broke the 

boundary of nothingness and drifted between reality and illusion. 

 

Such achievements are unimaginable to ordinary people. 

 

Between Ye Chen and huff and puff, the whole world changes accordingly, 

 

Reincarnation blood filled the whole body and was extremely strong. In the blink of an eye, it shocked 

the whole world. Even those magic soldiers raised their heads one after another. They felt a strong 

killing intention from ye Chen. 

 

When ye Chen finished breathing and opened his eyes, his eyes seemed to reflect countless starry skies. 

The vast world of the universe was growing, reproducing and dying. 

 

In this way, after the rotation of time and a short period of stagnation, infinite world forces have 

emerged one after another. 

 

Thousands of magic soldiers were surprised and shocked. 

 

Such strength, they simply can not match! 

 



Ye Chen seemed to incarnate into the only master of the world. He kneaded the formula in his hand and 

integrated with the void universe. 

 

"Broken!" 

 

He gently spit out a word. After the space ripple vibrated, it was torn into a row. Heaven and earth 

reversed, fate rotated, and countless magic soldiers were sucked into the void black hole. 

 

As puppets, they also had a trace of fear, but it was too late. 

 

The whole Legion disappeared in a short moment, like being swallowed up by a awakened ancient 

beast. 

 

After finishing these, ye Chen vomited a mouthful of turbid Qi. 

 

He used the power of Bing Zi Jue, but he didn't expect to use it to such an extent! 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er was also quite surprised. 

 

She hasn't used her cards yet! Ye Chen has wiped out the enemy. 

 

"Let's go!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were firm. He simply let Shentu Waner enter the xuanhuang tower of heaven and earth, 

and then used the power of magic power to tear open several layers of void prohibition. 

 

Anyway, he will take Yuchi Yao today. No one can stop him! 

 

The wave of such a battle, along the space track, reached the general gate of the old alliance. 

 



"I feel that powerful wave... It is the Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

In the dark palace, the black wheel Dharma king of the sixteen demons slowly opened his eyes. His eyes 

were extremely dark and deep, completely dark, and there was no white edge. 

 

And these eyes are the magic power he cultivated: the eyes of the nether world. 

 

This netherworld forbidden art is granted by the devil ancestor. Once you practice it successfully, you 

will give birth to a pair of abnormal eyes! 

 

Can peep through the dark void! Exploring ancient and modern times can even manipulate the rotation 

of life and death. 

 

The black wheel Dharma King ranks second among the sixteen magic generals, and his strength is 

extremely terrible. 
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Opposite him, a woman stood calmly, her face expressionless and holding a black sword. 

 

The face is a little ordinary, but it can be regarded as exquisite. 

 

She is one of the sixteen magic generals, ranking fourth in strength. 

 

The previously dispatched archaic longicorn and Qingyi women ranked third and seventh respectively. 

 

Sixteen demon generals, nearly half of them were dispatched to deal with Ye Chen alone. 

 



The space ripple shook slowly, and a jade Pipa came out first, followed by the cold looking woman in 

blue, followed by the ancient longicorn beetle. 

 

"The reincarnation Lord's strength has increased again. I'm afraid we can't even stop him with our 

hands! Otherwise, report it to your majesty Wutian." 

 

It was proposed. 

 

"Absolutely not! Your majesty Wutian is recovering from his injury in closed training. It's time for your 

majesty to recuperate in closed training." 

 

"There is no need to disturb your majesty. We can solve this matter, not to mention the night demon 

soldiers guarding the next pass to intercept." 

 

Said the archaic longicorn. 

 

"Just now... The Lord of reincarnation has broken the blockade of the Tianlong army and is now fleeing 

outside." 

 

The archaic longicorn and the green fairy were stunned when they heard the speech, and then they 

caught up without saying a word. 

 

When several demons will arrive, ye Chen and others have fled to the edge of the dark sea. 

 

"Let him break through the blockade of the magic soldiers. What should I do now?" 

 

The woman in blue looked a little anxious. 

 

The archaic longicorn looked at lengqianyou, and both sides fell into meditation. 

 

But the black wheel Dharma king was calm and did not worry at all. 



 

"Dharma king, do you have any good way?" the woman in green asked without opening her mouth. 

 

The black wheel Dharma King smiled faintly. He stretched out his finger and pointed it in the void. The 

water like picture rippled for a while, and then the distant picture emerged. 

 

In that silent space, darkness and solitude are almost deserted to the extreme. 

 

And faintly, a pair of blood red eyes suddenly opened, which immediately led to the vision of heaven 

and earth, and countless black devil storms surged. 

 

"This is..." 

 

The archaic longicorn and the woman in Tsing Yi were very surprised. They seemed to have guessed 

something. 

 

The black wheel Dharma King nodded and looked very calm. 

 

"We don't have to do it. Someone will clean him up. As long as we enter this cage, even the Lord of 

reincarnation can't escape his blockade!" 

 

The corner of the eye of the black wheel Dharma king showed a sinister smile. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, a desolate place. 

 

No smoke, no aura, and even give people a sense that even life appears here is extravagant. 

 

Even quieter than lost time and space. 



 

The withered and cracked earth seems to indicate that it does not belong to the warrior. 

 

At this time, the void fluctuates, and an extreme energy forcibly breaks the shackles of the rules and 

rushes into it. 

 

Nine scarlet blood moons appear on the sky, making it even colder here. 

 

At the same time, a giant whale rowed across the sky. 

 

The world seems to bring vitality, 

 

A figure fell. 

 

It is Ren extraordinary. 

 

Ren Feifan looked here with a slight frown. Then, with a wave of his big hand, the earth was rejuvenated 

and the mountains and rivers reappeared. 

 

Then, Ren extraordinary walked in one direction step by step, and finally came to the center of the 

world. 

 

He stretched out a finger, touched the void, and a gate of ancient inscriptions slowly appeared. 

 

Ren extraordinary looked dignified and hesitated. Just when he reached out to touch the door, a 

beautiful shadow appeared behind him. 

 

The woman's skin is whiter than snow. The green silk is draped behind her, like a waterfall. There is a 

red ribbon behind her hair, holding a corner of her hair. 

 



She was dressed in white and covered with light, which only made people feel that there was smoke 

behind her. She was really a non earthly person. 

 

You can't stare at her with her beautiful eyebrows and beautiful complexion. 

 

"Extraordinary, are you sure you want to touch here?" 

 

Ren extraordinary was stunned. He returned to his mind and looked at the woman. His eyes were 

gentle: "Shihan, you still remember this place." 

 

With a wave of Xu Shihan's hand, a star river emerged and wrapped the gate. After a few seconds, it was 

completely hidden in the void. 

 

"Ye Chen goes to the devil's boundless territory to save people. Are you sure you don't stare?" 

 

Ren extraordinary's eyes were a little bright. He shook his head and said, "I believe him." 

 

Xu Shihan seemed to have guessed that it would be so. He stretched out his hand and held Ren 

extraordinary. A trace of temperature came, and then said, "come with me." 

 

The next second, she stepped out, the void cracked, and walked into an ancient road enough for them 

to step into. 

 

…… 

 

Screen rotation. 

 

There was a strong wind blowing in his ear, but ye Chen didn't care at the moment! 

 

He's going to get out quickly now. 



 

Across the void, through the Star Road, the dark sea is neither long nor short, mainly because he can't 

return according to the previous path. 

 

I'm afraid it would be a lot of trouble to go back from there. 

 

After passing through a void, the surrounding turbulent wind suddenly became silent. 

 

Everything was silent. 

 

Ye Chen suddenly stopped. 

 

He felt a bloodlust. 

 

I don't know where it came from, but it's around here. It's very evil! 

 

Suddenly, the surrounding void twisted like a turntable. 

 

"Someone broke into the food chain arranged by my Lord. Ha ha, be bold." 

 

A dark voice sounded inexplicably. 

 

In the dark, an invisible Qi machine burst out. Ye Chen was shocked and dodged quickly. 

 

The inexplicable killing idea escaped into the void. 

 

"Eh? How could you hide so fast?" 

 

The voice was slightly surprised. 
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Ye Chen snorted coldly, his eyes coagulated, and the blood red light suddenly appeared in his palm. With 

a shake of his arm, he suddenly shot out. 

 

This blood light, through the prohibition of time and space, went straight to somewhere in this place. 

 

"It's useless... You can't hit me! And... This is the blood of reincarnation? Hehe... I think I dealt with the 

reincarnation master at that time. Tut Tut, this reincarnation blood is very delicious. I haven't had a 

chance to taste it before. I think I have a chance today!" 

 

"Reincarnation blood, soul devouring God body, and heavenly demon body... Boy, I'll keep you alive. In 

this life, you'll stay here to accompany me!" 

 

After two breaths, a strange figure emerged. 

 

It was an ancient millstone. Most of its body was hidden in the void, leaving only the tip of the iceberg. 

 

Ye Chen was shocked. What is this? 

 

"Hey, hey... Don't care what I am. You'll know when you integrate with this eternal magic disk!" 

 

The voice was still strange and gloomy. The next moment, the mysterious magic disk came like a giant 

beast. The extreme sense of depression came to haunt Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen just wanted to do it. He only felt a wisp of cold power coming from his body, which shocked him 

all over. 

 

That is the original power of xuanhanyu. 



 

"Elder..." 

 

Ye Chen never thought that Xuan Hanyu, who was recuperating, would take the initiative to help 

himself. 

 

"Be careful, the guy in front of you is very powerful. His appearance reminds me of some pictures in 

those years... At that time, the whole starry sky was bloody! The so-called Hongmeng artifact is too 

precious to escape from this guy." 

 

Xuanhanyu's words shocked Ye Chen. 

 

It can devour the supreme artifact, Hongmeng magic weapon! 

 

What a powerful force it takes to do that. 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen suddenly became more cautious. 

 

Facing the blockade Rune summoned by the mysterious creatures, he waved his palm, and the eight 

parts of Fu Tu Qi instantly showed a strong Buddha light. 

 

The pagoda of the God of futu reached a thousand stories high and fell instantly, almost flush with the 

void! 

 

The golden light converged on the tower, and the Buddha Qi surged, and a golden Buddha appeared 

faintly. 

 

When the Buddha closed his eyes, he was as motionless as a mountain and kind-hearted, but the 

moment he opened his eyes, his essence was surging and his sense of war was soaring. 

 

This is the God of war in Buddhism, fighting to defeat the Buddha! 



 

Seeing this formation, the mysterious creature couldn't help but sigh. The rune rolled down was 

immediately broken by the giant palm of the fighting Buddha. 

 

The suppressed runes dissipated in an instant, and peace returned here. 

 

Not even the power of the mysterious creature. 

 

In just one round, ye Chen broke out amazing combat effectiveness, which made mysterious creatures 

look at it. 

 

He thought the boy was just a little powerful, but he didn't expect such strength to be as powerful as a 

God. 

 

"He deserves to be a person with reincarnation blood. The reincarnation Lord in those years was also 

very powerful, but compared with his talent, he was still worse than you." 

 

"This proves from another aspect that your flesh and blood will be delicious, and the reincarnation of 

blood will give me the greatest nourishment, hehe..." 

 

The laughter of the mysterious creature became more and more strange and evil, which made Ye Chen 

feel bored in her heart. 

 

But his spirit power is extremely powerful. He can feel that the mysterious creatures hiding in the dark 

have surpassed him. If he wants to take it, I'm afraid he has little chance. 

 

"Have you ever tried your own field? It would be a pity not to come in and have a look! Come on! Ha 

ha!" 

 

The mysterious spirit smiled strangely. Then, ye Chen saw a flash of light in the dark. 

 



He dodged the beam with terrible power, but the next moment, the surrounding void seemed to be 

sucked by the vortex and fell one after another! 

 

"What's going on?" 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help looking frightened. 

 

The strong suction burst out, leaving Ye Chen's body out of control and directly involved. 

 

At this time, ye Chen finally understood that the lightsaber was not the killing move of mysterious 

creatures at all. The real move was behind! 

 

This strange lightsaber has no lethality in itself, but where it goes, it will produce radiation, resulting in 

the distortion and deformation of the surrounding void, so as to open up the entrance to another 

parallel world. 

 

Ye Chen wants to break free, but there is no way at this time. 

 

At this moment, the tearing space force brought him into another world, where there were countless 

bloody light waves. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the blood gas around him, and his killing intention was vertical and horizontal. 

Countless blood lights were aimed at him, emitting an extremely terrible momentum. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen can't help hesitating. 

 

He directly summoned the soldier formula with the largest killing range. 

 

"Soldier word formula, break it for me!" 

 



His eyes seemed to burn a flame, which swept the world in an instant, followed by the space storm 

caused by the military formula, and the endless killing intention surged out, very fierce. 

 

This time, it was the turn of the mysterious creatures to be surprised, because under the sweeping of Ye 

Chen, those bloody light waves had a faint shock and became no longer stable. 

 

The next moment, the military formula summoned by Ye Chen was crushed into pieces. 

 

The mysterious creatures were surprised by Ye Chen's power, but they were not afraid at all. They 

immediately reorganized those fragments and condensed them into a towering Blood Sword in the void. 

 

Tear it! 

 

There was a tearing sound in the void. It was that the starry sky could not bear the pressure of the 

towering Blood Sword and was crushed into pieces. 

 

The frightening force rushed towards Ye Chen. 

 

"Wish the sky and the stars shine on the earth!" 

 

Without hesitation, ye Chen directly opened the highest defense level of wish Tianxing. 

 

The stars wrapped him, and the stars of the universe scattered. 

 

For a moment, the overwhelming blood light roared and almost covered the narrow space where ye 

Chen was. 

 

"Red dust God pulse, dust monument, open!" 

 

A layer of dazzling golden light appeared on Ye Chen, turned into armor and attached to it tightly. 



 

But this time, there was still red light in the armor, which was extremely dignified. 

 

Boom! 

 

The ten thousand Zhang blood sword hit the defense array formed by the wish star, and the stars were 

dim and flickering alternately. 

 

Endless blood waves rolled back and forth, completely drowning the place. 

 

Under such impact, wish Tianxing was slowly pulled to a place of nothingness. 

 

Countless tiny black insects, like ants, poured over, covered the star of desire, and gradually swallowed 

it. 

 

Ye Chen felt the wish that Tianxing was a little incomplete. He immediately changed his look, waved his 

sword and scattered the insects with blood light. 

 

Then he quickly took back the wish star. 

 

It seems that what Xuan Hanyu said is true. I don't know what means this mysterious creature can hurt 

the existence like wish Tianxing! 
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It was created by Hongjun's ancestor, which is integrated into the origin of the world. 

 

Even the feather emperor dare not say that he can destroy this thing. What kind of species is this guy 

hidden in the void in front of him? Actually have such a strong strength. 



 

At this time, ye Chen couldn't think so much. He tried his best to resist the attack of mysterious 

creatures. 

 

Under the bombardment of this sword, ye Chen didn't know how many steps back until he came to an 

abyss. 

 

His attack blocked the towering Blood Sword, but the power of the red dust divine pulse cracked like a 

mirror, the gap spread rapidly, and burst into powder with a bang. 

 

At the last moment, ye Chen took back his power. 

 

Ye Chen sighed in her heart. Fortunately, she received it quickly, otherwise she would be succeeded by 

the mysterious God! 

 

But then his face changed. 

 

Because the wish star also had cracks, it was cut into pieces. 

 

On the starry sky, the towering blood sword did not disappear, and there were still a few strands of 

sword soul. 

 

The soul of the sword was very fast and ran towards Ye Chen along the gap. 

 

Seeing is about to pierce Ye Chen's celestial cover. 

 

In the dark depths, the mysterious creature has shown an evil smile, and he is ready to go. 

 

"Reincarnation blood is coming. Hey, hey." 

 



The Blood Sword came quickly and was about to pierce Ye Chen's head, but it was at this moment that a 

crown emerged, carrying a thick blood gas. 

 

This blood gas seems to be more rich than others! 

 

No! 

 

The mysterious creature immediately whispered. 

 

Because the weather generated by the crown, carrying the majesty of reincarnation blood, opened the 

void and turned back countless star fragments. 

 

The rules here seem to have been changed and everything dissipates. 

 

The mysterious creatures split a sword, but like a clay ox into the sea, there was no response. 

 

His laughter stopped suddenly, and the look in the dark became uncertain. 

 

Soon, a cold feeling reappeared in my eyes! 

 

You're not so lucky to escape my attack. 

 

He summoned dozens of lightsabers, which were born in the depths of darkness and filled with endless 

evil Qi. 

 

The eyes on the eternal millstone are getting darker and darker, looking strange and weird. 

 

"To deal with a boy like you, you have to use such a big battle. When you get to hell, you can boast for a 

lifetime!" 

 



As soon as his words fell, he saw only dozens of lightsabers, which were instantly transformed into thick 

smoke and black fog, connected with each other and intertwined into a big net enough to cover heaven 

and earth. 

 

When the magic sword rises, it will never exist! 

 

A sword devil's eye, which is tens of thousands of times stronger than the towering blood, rises from the 

ground and runs through the sky, making a crack in the vast void world. 

 

The crack appeared, and the endless air flow entered inversely. 

 

Even the wish star trembled under such majesty, and it must not be long before it will be completely 

broken. 

 

Ye Chen never thought of such a powerful majesty and momentum. 

 

The strength of the mysterious creature in front of him has far exceeded his estimation! 

 

I'm afraid I can't get away easily this time. 

 

Just when ye Chen plans to urge reincarnation blood and use daqianchonglou palm. 

 

A crack was torn in the space not far away, and a human figure appeared. Then, black light peerless was 

like an ancient magic knife, cutting off the attack of mysterious creatures. 

 

The man appeared in a white robe, with black hair, bright eyes and a hazy black fog. 

 

Zha Tianmo emperor! 

 

Ye Chen was stunned. Why did he come here? 



 

The demon emperor covered the sky swept his eyes around. When he saw Ye Chen, he nodded slightly. 

It was a greeting. Then he stretched out his hand and grabbed it. In the void, a lightning storm appeared 

out of thin air. 

 

"Big thunder sky light!" 

 

What the demon emperor used was a magic skill he felt recently. 

 

After the defeat of the devil ancestor, the devil emperor not only did not become a container, but his 

strength rose to a higher level under the influence of magic, so he also understood the divine power of 

talent. 

 

Led by thunder, the world roared, and the mysterious creatures were suppressed for a moment. 

 

"Why did you come here? Don't you know this is a forbidden area? There are many dangers hidden. You 

may die if you're not careful!" 

 

Taking advantage of this time, the demon emperor turned around and looked a little serious. 

 

He stayed well in the demon palace. Suddenly he sensed the change and began to deduce. 

 

So he saw Ye Chen's figure and appeared in the forbidden area. 

 

He broke away from the blockade of the old alliance and tore up time and space. When he came here, 

he saw Ye Chen fighting with mysterious creatures and falling into the disadvantage. 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said, "I'm here to save someone." 

 

"Who? You know, I won't go with you." 

 



"No, you won't have worries this time." Ye Chen said, calling out the xuanhuang tower of heaven and 

earth, and the figure also emerged. 

 

Chi Yuyao is inside! 

 

The demon emperor was completely unbelievable. 

 

"I broke the array, and Yuchi Yao has got out of trouble! Now you can leave at ease without being 

restricted." 

 

Ye Chen advised: "for you, Yuchi Yao is the most important person. I know you can't give up, so this 

time, I will eliminate your worries and take you out!" 

 

The eternal face of the devil emperor finally fluctuated. 
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Where would the devil emperor not understand the friendship between Ye Chen and him? They are 

already close friends! You can do everything for each other. 

 

Ye Chen repeatedly broke into danger for him to save him from trouble. 

 

But at that time, Yuchi Yao's life and death were in the hands of magic ancestor Wutian! How can he go? 

 

Now in his heart, I don't know whether it is surprise or surprise. In short, the five flavors are 

miscellaneous and indescribable. 

 

At this time, the roar of the mysterious creature spread all over the void, the eight wastelands shook 

and the ten sides collapsed. 

 



"Hateful, hateful! Two low-level mole ants actually want to win the master. You are really whimsical!" 

 

With it, there is endless violent power. 

 

The demon emperor and ye Chen are both in full battle readiness and offer their magic weapons! 

 

The mysterious creature seemed to be angry, and the whole space was shaking! The fragments of law in 

the void were forcibly shaken into fragments. 

 

Around them, the endless magic gas lightsaber lights up, surrounds the left and right, and spreads out 

densely. This breath is several times stronger than the lightsaber in the past! 

 

"Be careful, this guy can devour magic weapons. Don't get close to him!" 

 

Ye Chen gave a voice to remind him. 

 

The devil emperor's eyes coagulated, nodded slightly, and his expression was in a trance. 

 

He seems to have gone back to the days when he fought side by side with Ye Chen. At that time, ye 

Chen was weak and dangerous. He turned himself into the eye of the devil, helped Ye Chen into the 

devil, and secretly gave Ye Chen shelter. 

 

Now ye Chen has grown to the point that he can't catch up with him. He rushes into the Longtan alone 

with a single sword, stirring up the whole darkness and turning the sea and sky over. 

 

Born as the reincarnation master, Kendo has a long way to go. 

 

Ye Chen still has a long way to go, and he is destined to stand on the top of the world and look down on 

all sentient beings in the future. 

 

It may be a great luck to be close friends with such people! 



 

Then, he opened the magic eye with a vertical eyebrow, the light flickered, and then the dark golden 

magic gas burst out and evolved thousands of visions. 

 

Since Yuchi Yao has been saved by Ye Chen, he has no worries. 

 

In this world, no one wants to really die. There will be some secular obsession more or less. 

 

He is no exception! The only thought in this life is Yuchi Yao. 

 

If he had the chance, he would certainly like to go to the amazing feast on earth with Yuchi Yao, witness 

the flowers bloom and fall for thousands of years, and look for the most beautiful scenery in the world 

of heaven. 

 

At this time, he was tired of killing and fighting. He just wanted to find a peaceful place, live in seclusion, 

happy and carefree. 

 

Maybe this is the last time. 

 

At this point, the devil's eyes became scarlet like blood. The devil's spirit wrapped around him and 

turned into a piece of refining. At the same time, he used the death omen devil's eye. 

 

This magic eye comes from the beast king under Hongjun seat. It is very powerful and forcibly breaks 

through the shackles of a black beam lightsaber. 

 

The huge magic eye turns back and forth, like an unbreakable magic weapon of the divine sword. No 

matter how the sword penetrates, it can't hurt it. 

 

"Take the sword!" 

 

Ye Chen used the power of the crown of thorns to condense it into a sword full of spikes. 



 

This sword is a derivative of the legendary crown of Thorns - thorns sword. 

 

This sword also has the power of God. It is different from the thorn sword used by Chang Mojun before. 

It comes from the origin of the thorn crown and evolved from it. 

 

The thorn Blood Sword, which is woven into a sword ridge by thorns, even the sword body is bright red 

and dazzling, which is different from the ordinary divine sword. 

 

Boom! 

 

All I could hear was a loud noise from the sky. 

 

The monstrous magic Qi turned into a river and entangled with the thorn Blood Sword. 

 

The demon emperor's eyes twinkled and he was very shocked by the amazing power of this divine skill! 

 

Ye Chen also offered his cards. The three heavenly swords rotated each other and flew high into the air, 

extremely fierce! 

 

Blood gas, disaster gas and magic gas meet together, from point to surface, from surface to line, and a 

powerful force erupts in an instant. 

 

Such power is integrated into the reincarnation blood, so it becomes very violent. 

 

In this process, ye Chen's black hair danced and his eyes were like electricity. Obviously, it was a high 

test for him to force the three heavenly swords at the same time. 

 

But fortunately, ye Chen finally supported the scene. The integration of three different sword Qi 

shocked the whole void, revealing the incomparable domineering spirit, highlighting the uniqueness of 

reincarnation blood. 



 

"What!" 

 

The mysterious creature hiding in the dark even sharpened his tone. 

 

In his opinion, ye Chen's talent is too amazing. 

 

"No wonder that old Wutian wants to get rid of you. A guy like you has such terrible talent. If you don't 

kill you, even I feel uneasy. Oh... If you are the descendant of the old alliance, I can give you the 

inheritance. It's a pity, a pity." 

 

There was a touch of regret in the tone of the mysterious creature. 

 

"Don't lament here. Take care of yourself first!" 

 

With the help of the power of the crown of thorns, the demon emperor immediately summoned his 

magic weapon: the seven evil spirits and ten thousand crows pot. 

 

Suddenly, tens of thousands of crows flew out, almost as big as humanoid bats, converging around, like 

a scattered violent flood, trying to break through the boundary here! 

 

This magic weapon is extracted from a deep abyss and has extremely strong appeal. 

 

And during this period, those crows turned into blood sucking demons and rushed directly into the 

nearby void. They seemed not afraid of death and attacked the nearby border with their bodies. 

 

The talent of the demon emperor is extremely powerful. The 99 shackles have been cut off by 88. He is 

definitely a rare top genius in this world! 

 

Mysterious creatures are interested in this. 

 



He urged the blood gas of the bottom pressing box to completely block the void, and no one could go 

out. Even if ye Chen's three sword Qi merged together, mighty and comparable to the star disaster, it 

just made these boundaries tremble violently and did not break. 

 

The crows released by the demon emperor of the sky were swept by the magic Qi and burst. 

 

Ye Chen took back the three heavenly swords and looked very gloomy. If he couldn't, he could only use 

his own cards, daqianchonglou palm or shuistop sword. 

 

"Give me a hand!" 

 

Ye Chen said to the demon emperor of zhetien. Then he spread his wings like a ROC and swept up into 

the air. His whole body was as light as a swallow, like an eagle flying on the sea level, bursting out the 

smell of tearing the law of time and space. 

 

The hidden devil emperor kept silent and offered another magic weapon on his body: Magic extremely 

mysterious knife. 

 

Although this knife has not entered the ranks of the supreme artifact, it is not weaker than the seven 

evil spirits ten thousand magic pot in a way! It is an excellent artifact for defense. 

 

The demon emperor of zhetien urged the knife, and the dark golden Qi rose from the ground and went 

up into the air. It was about to overturn the illusion of emptiness! 

 


